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Abstract 
Two measurement devices are characterized by dispersions a\ and a\ 
of their registration. The ratio a\/a\ is a priori unknown and approxi­
mations a\)0 and a\i0 are at our disposal only. 
The relation between errorless registrations of these devices is given 
by the calibration curve. 
One of the procedures of constructing this curve is described in the 
paper. Further, accuracy characteristics of the calibration curve parame­
ters estimators and the MINQUE a\ and a\ of the dispersions a\ and a\ 
are given. 
Key words: BLUE, MINQUE, model with constraints. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 62J05, 62F10 
Introduction 
The aim of the paper is to find explicite formulae for estimators of parameters 
/?i and /?2, which link registrations of two measurement devices and estimators 
of the dispersions o\ and a\ of their registrations. 
*Supported by grants No. 201/96/0436 and 201/96/0665 of The Grant Agency of Czech 
Republic 
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If an errorless registration of some value v of the first device is Li, then the 
errorless registration of the other device is v and 
1/ = /?!+ /32iu 
(calibration curve). 
The registration L* of the first device is realized with an error characterized 
by the dispersion o\, the registration v of the other device is realized with an 
error characterized by the dispersion o\. 
1 Preliminaries 
Let n (n > 2) different values vi,..., vn, of the measured quantity be registrated 
by both devices. The results from the first device creates a realization of the 
n-dimensional random vector (observation vector) Yi; an analogous meaning 
has Y2 for the other device. 
In our case we have the model 
Yi 
Y2 .)-[(:)•(? A) (ì.i) 
fjt = (/ii,... ,L£n)', v = (v\,... ,vny and I denotes the n x n identity matrix 
(the notation r/ ~ (a, W) means that the random vector r\ has the mean value 
equal to a and its covariance matrix is W). Further 
V = l/?i + pfo (1.2) 
must hold (here 1 = ( 1 , . . . , 1)' £ Rn and Rn denotes the n-dimensional Eu-
clidean space). 
Lemma 1.1 Consider the model of incomplete direct measurements with a con-
dition Y ~ (7 i ,S) , 
) € | ( " ) :Ъ + B 1 u + B 2 v - - o j . 
here j 1 is an unknown n-dimensional parameter, 7 2 an unknown k-dimensional 
parameter, S a given n x n p.d.matrix, Bi a given q x n matrix and B2 is a 
given q x k matrix; the ranks of the matrices Bi and B2 are characterized by 
the relations 
r(Bi, B2) = q, r(B2) = fc? k <q<n + k. 
Then the BL UE (best linear unbiased estimator) of /y1 and 7 2 is 
and the covariance matrix of this estimator is 
V72/ V -Q3.1B1S, -Qa,2 / 
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where 
/ Q i , i , Q i ^ / B i E B i , B 2 r ' 
vQ2,i, Q 2 , 2 j " v BJ,, o ; • ^
4 ; 
Proof cf. in [2], pp. 138-143. 
Remark 1.2 If in Lemma 1.1 X = CT2V, where V is a given nx n p.d. matrix 
and a2 £ (0, oo) is an unknown parameter, then 
( 7i \ _ / I - V B i Q ^ B i \ / -VBiQ! , ! \ 
V7 2 j~V -Q2,iB! )
Y + { -Q2,i )
b ' 
V a r / 7i \ 2 / V - VBiQi.iBiV, - V B i Q l i 2 \ 
V a iA72 j V -Q2,iBiN -Q2,2 J ' 
where 
Qi,i, Q i ) 2 \ / B i V B i , B 2
X 
h.l, Q2,2j V B2> o Q2, 
In this case the parameter a2 can be estimated by the statistic 
a2 = ( Y - 7 i ) N - 1 ( Y - 7 l ) / ( g - A : ) . 
In the case of normality of the vector Y, the distribution of the statistic a2 is 
*2~*2x'-*(o)/(<z-fc), 
where x^-k(®) ls the random variable with the central chi-square distribution 
and q — k degrees of freedom (in more detail cf. [2]). 
The notation P ^ (used in the following) means an orthogonal projection 
matrix A(A ,WA)~1A /W on the subspace M(An,k) = {Au, u G R
k) in the 
norm given by the p.d. n x n matrix W, i.e. \\y\\w — \ /y 'Wy, y e Rn. 
Futhermore M% = I - P]J\ If W = I, then :t_stead of P ^ and M^ the 
notation P A and M^, respectively, is used. 
2 Estimators of /x, i/, fli and #2 
Let JJL0 and /32,o be approximate values of 11 and $2, respectively, such that the 
vector (JLX — /x0)(/?2 — ^2,0) can be neglected. Then the relation (1.2) can be 
substituted by 
/32,o/*0 + (A.oI, - I ) (
Su)+ (~'/*o) ( Sfc ) = °> 
where Sfj, — n - fi0 and 5/32 = ^2 — /?2,o-
In order to obtain a little more general solution of our problem, let o\\ be 
substituted by an n x n p.d. matrix £^1 and <r2I by the nxn p.d. matrix __-2,2-
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Under this assumptions, with respect to Lemma 1.1. our model can be 
rewritten under the following scheme 
*-(V-)- *-(?). *-(&)• 
b -+&.0/-O, Bj -> (A i 0I, - I ) , B 2->(l,/*o), (2.1) 
/ ~ i д , 0 
V °. ~2,2 
Lemma 2.1 Let W be an n x n p.d. matrix and A an n x k matrix with the 
rank r(A) = k. Then the matrix 
/ W , A \ 
U> o) 




/ w - 1 - W- 1 A(A 'W- 1 A )- 1 A 'W- 1 , W- 1 A(A 'W~ 1 A )- 1 \ 
_ ^ (A 'W- 1A)- 1A 'W- 1, -(A 'W- iA ) - 1 yl • 
Proof is obvious. 
The matrix W _ 1 - W~ 1 A(A'W- 1 A)- 1 A'W- 1 can be written in the form 
( M ^ W M ^ ) + ( + denotes the Moore-Penrose (/-inverse; in more detail cf. [3]). 
Theorem 2.2 In the model (cf. (2.1)) 
(Yl-ti0\ \(Sfi\ / E u , 0 V 
{ Y2 ) " [ { » ) ' { 0, - 2 > 2 J J ' 
fofiHo + (&,oI, - I ) ( *£ ) + (1, l*o) (S%)= °. 
if we denote Mi l / i0 = I — Pi,p05 where 
p-"<i^(i'X.j&ru) 
£fte following is valid 
Q u = [M1,M(^2
2,0S1)1 + S2>2)M1 ,W]
+ , 
/ l ' (A 2 0 S M +S 2 , 2 ) -M 
Q2,i = - Q ^ ^ / ^ ^ + s ^ - i f 
n - - ( - ' (# ,o~M + "2.2)-1!, l'(/?io~i,i + ~2>2)~Vo 
^ - V /*0(/9f.0"l.l + "2.2)-1!, Mo(^22,0~l,l + ~2,2)-Vo 
A = Mo + °> 
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= Y. +A.o= i . i íM.^ (^ i 0 _ 3 l i l + J ? a } 
_> = Y2 - S2>2fM1) / í0 ( /?|oSl j l + _ . ) M * £ <
Y* ~ A,oY_), 
\ i»^oJ ( * 2 ~~ /C?o o V \ 
& I - - o , . / ' I ' ( ' S » . o 5 : i . i + 2 « ) - 1 f Y , - „ v > % 
a j - * , (*4« . - .4+IW(Y:-5_Í; , 
r_ / _<*\ - n / ) 2 r t A « -7 
A o Y _ ) , 
Vaг(/ł) = -Ði,i-ҖoSi,iQi f l_Я l f l, 
cov(jл,ѓ>) = /?2,o-£i.iQi,Æ,2, 
Var(/>) = .E2,2 ~£2 f 2QiдI. 2 f 2 , 
f* 
VÃ 
Varf ^ ] = - Q 2 2 . 
and 
^^2,0-^1,1 + S 2 ( 2 ) - 1 _ , ' I 
Proof The expression for Q_,_ is obvious with respect . r 
remark after it. Further it is necessary to use Lemma e i n i n a 2.1 and the 
(2.1). Since this is simple however tedious, it is omitted u n c l er the scheme 
Corollary 2.3 If in Theorem 2.2. __.._ = of I a«_y v o ° 
^2,2 = _rfI. ^ e „ 
Ql-1=/3- j + ^ M ' ^ ' Q2'1 = f_A 1,'MY-'\ 
/*.,0<>l+-r3 V /*ol, VvHo J { MQ J 
,2 = -(/i2>i
2+-22)f„": V M " 1 
TTшB 
Q2,2 = 
" = Y l + / ? W + ̂  ^ ^ ' - A ^ Y O , 
" = Y 2 "^? + . |
M ^o(Y 2 --^ o Y i ) ) 
A \ _ / n, l'/*o \ _ 1 / i ' ( Y _ _ _» v , N 
%>) -U-.*-J UCYU^I), 
2 /32VÍ ' 
Var(A) = ^ I - / . 2 V f + £ r |
M l ^ , 
/ . . v ^ 2 , 0 ^ 1 ^ 2 */r 
cov(„u,i/) = 2 2 2MifM0, 
P2,0al "*" "2 
4 
Var(í>) = (j_I - - r s — ~ s-Mi l4 
-#,0*1+*ž ,MO' 
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= / v1)U v1)2 \ 




A X] = _ ( n, l ' M o \ * ( fl.,0*?
1'. -o\V \ 
0 ) \ ' \ MÓ1, ÂÓMo / \ A2,o<7?<«o> -olti'0 ) 
Remark 2.4 The formulae given in Corollary 2.3 can be considered as a solu-
tion of the first problem, i.e. how to determine parameters of the calibration 
curve. It is to be remarked that for a\ = a2 and Sf32 = 0 (i.e. f32$ — $2) the 
equality 
V{i = l,...,n}(2/2,i~^i)/(yi,i~Ai) = -l/A-,o 
is valid. This is a reason that the treated problem is sometimes called "orthog-
onal regression problem". 
It is not necessary to emphasize that in the case S/32 ^ 0 (or a negligible 
value) or S^i y£ 0, the calculation must be repeated with the new starting vectors 
ft = fj,0 + Sfjb and v instead of Yi and Y2, respectively; also the value /?2,o must 
be substituted by /?2.o 4- S/32. 
Remark 2.5 If it is a priori known that a = or = a2y where a is unknown, 
then there is no problem to estimate it. With respect to Remark 1.2 
a2 = [(Yi - A)'(Yi - A) + (Y2 - £>)'(Y2 - P)]/(n - 2). 
In the next section we shall see that the estimator of the vector {a^a^y in 
the case Or ̂  O"2 when simultaneously a\/a2 is unknown, cannot be found so 
simply. 
3 MINQUE of o\ and a\ 
In this section the model of incomplete direct measurement with a condition 
S\x Yi -џ0 
Y2 
»\ (a\\ 0 \ 
v ) ' \ 0, a\\ ) (3.1) 
A,oЛo + (Ä.oI, - I ) ( 5Ц ) + (1, Лo) ( Д ) = 0 
is under consideration. 
Lemma 3.1 Let in the model of incomplete direct measurement with a con­
dition from Lemma 1.1 the matrix S be of the form X = ^ iLi^V^, where 
Vi,... Vp, are given symmetric nxn matrices and & = (i? x,.,., $p)
f e # C Rp 
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is an unknown vector parameter; $ is an open set in Rp such that i? E # implies 
Yn^i^i^i ^ p.d. Let Ker(Bi,B2) = M I -^ ] , ivftereKi w annx (ra-f-fc — g) 
matrix and K2 isafcx(n+fc-g) matrix. Let 71>0 be any solution of the equation 
b - F B i 7 i + B 2 7 2 = 0. 
Tften $Q~MINQUE (for more detail cf. [4]) of a function g'i9, $ € $. eariste 
gGJVf ^ S ( M K I E O M K I ) + ) , 
wftere 
{S(MitlSoMK1)+} = 1* [ ( M K . E O M K J + V ^ M ^ E O M K J + V J ] , 
ij = 1, . . . ,p, ana7 E0 = £(<?o) = E«U ^ V * , tf0 € £. 
If this condition is fulfilled, then 'OQ-MINQUE of the function g'$, t? G ]?, 
i ^ = f ;A i(Y-71 ,o) ' (M i f l i ;oMK1)
+V i(MK1SoMK1)
+(Y-7x,o) , 
Z = l 
where the vector A. = (Ai,.. . , Ap)' is a solution of the equation 
S(MK 1 S 0 M K l )+^ = g-
Proof It is a consequence of Theorem 5.2.1 in [4]. 
Corollary 3.2 Let the matrix: S(MK . S0MK1)+ &e regular; thus there exists the 
'do-MINQUE of the whole vector ti and it is 
c - i 
° ( M K 1 £ O M K I ) + 
/ (Y - 7i,o)'(Mjc1.SoMXl)+V1(MiClEoMjcl)
+(Y - 7l,o)
N 
\ (Y - 7i,o)'(MK lS0M i f l)+Vp(ivtK1SoMKl)
+(Y - 7 l > 0 ) , 
Theorem 3.3 (i) The matrix (Mx1.£oM#1)+ can be expressed as 
B j Q i ^ B i 
(in (1.4) the matrix S 0 is used instead ofY>), 
(ii) The expression (MK"1SoMiri)+(Y~710) is equal to SQ
 1(Y-<y1), with 
7i given by (1.3), where the matrix 5]0 is used instead o /£ . 
Proof (i) Obviously BiKi 4- B2K2 = 0 => K2 = - ( B ^ B ^ ^ B ^ K i . Thus 
[I - B2(B'2B2)-
1B!2]B1Ki = M B 2 B I K I = 0. If 7i = 7i o + ^ r , then the 
BLUE of p% is 
7i = 7o,i + & = 7i,o + P j f (Y - 7i,o) 
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and with respect to (1.3) also 
7i = (I - E 0 BiQi,iBi)Y - E o B i Q u b . 
T h u s I - E o B i Q u B ^ P g 1 . 
To prove directly this equality it is necessary and sufficient to show that 
(a) (I - SoBiQi.iBj.)2 = I - SoBiQi.iBj, 
(b) M(I - EoBiQi.iBO = .M(Ki), 
(c) So X(I - E o B i Q ^ B i ) = (I - BiQ^iBiEojEo l . 
The equality (a) is a direct consequence of (1.4). 
(b) Obviously 
M B 2 B ! ( I - S o B i Q u B i ) = M B 2 ( B X - B i E o B i Q u B O = 0, 
since B x - B ^ o B i Q ^ i B j = B 2 Q 2 > 1 (cf. (1.4)). Thus 
A f a - E o B i Q u B O C - M t K i ) . 
Since I - EoB'jQi.iBi is idempotent, 
K I - E o B i Q ^ i B , ) = T r t l - E o B i Q M B i ) 
= T r ^ - ^ E o B i Q , , ^ ! ) . 
Further BiS 0 BiQi, i + B2Qa,i = I and thus 
TrtEoBiQuBj) = TrfBiEoBiQ^O = Tr(I - B 2Q 2,i) 
= q- Tr(Q2,1B2) = q - Tr(lk>k) -q-k. 
Thus r(I - EoBiQi.iBO -n + k-q. 
Further 
n + k — q = 
^K, \ r/ T \ 1 
= dimAi(Kx), "K^^l-да,!-*)1 
(BÌBjJ-^BJB, J 
since the matrix f __fw n W t i y „ ) is of the full rank in columns. 
The implication 
> í ( I - S 0 B Í Q i , i B i ) c -M(Ki) & dim .M(I-S 0BiQ 1 , 1Bi) =dim .M(K!) 
=> X ( I ~ E 0 B i Q 1 ) 1 B i ) = .M(Ki) 
proves (b). 
(c) is obvious. 
Since 
(MJГl-ЗoMлr.)+ = So^M^
1 = E 0 Ҷ l - p g ' ) = BІQiдBь 
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the statement (i) is proved. 
(ii) The expression ( M K l E 0 M K l )
+ ( Y - 7 l > 0 ) c a n be rewritten as 
s0Ҷi - pg
l)(ү - 7 l l 0) = s0-Ҷү - 7 l j 0 - ќГr) = s-ҷү _ 7 l ) . 
Theorem 3.4 In the framework of the model (3.1) we have 
« _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 2 0 . l?Io\ 
fc(MKlE0MKl)+ - { Ř Q ( T 1 O + a | Q ) 2 ^ ^ { j , 
and for g € > í ( S ( M ř l . i S o M j í i ) + ) 
8' Í _-) = A ^ ( Y l - A)'(Yi - A) + A2-^(Y2 - «>)'(Y2 - £>), 
V a 2 / 1̂,0 02,0 
S(MKlS0MKl)+ ( A 2 j




P r o o f With respect to Theorem 2.2 and Corollary,2.3 we have 
Qi.i = ( M M o ( Č 2 % E M + E 2 , 2 ) M 1 ) A i 0 )
+ = 2
l M i , , 0 
^2,0^1,0 "+" ^2,0 
(here the obvious equality M+ ) Í A o = M 1 ) ř i 0 is utilized) and thus 
(\/i v ivr^ >.+- - w n T\ - _ ( $2,oMi,po5 - f t , o M i ) M o \ 
(rvlxj-t-olVAKiJ ~~ -OiQl,l_->l — -To 2—i—T~ 1 a iv/r A/r 1 • 
/52,o<o
 + iJ2,o V - A , o M i f M o , M 1 ) / x o ; 
Since Tr(M l jA£0) = n — 2, we obtain 
n — 2 
T r ( B i Q i , i B i V i B i Q i , i B i V i ) = {S(MíClSoMKl)+}i,i = t^ „2 7 „2 >>2$U 
VM2,0al,0 " + ( 7 2 , 0 j 
T r ( B i Q i , i B i V 1 B
/
1 Q 1 ) 1 B 1 V 2 ) = { S ( M K I S 0 M K 1 ) + } I , 2 = {S(MKlEoMifl)+}2,i 
- __~2 *2 
U^.O^l .O + a 2 , 0 / 
n _ 2 
Tr (B / 1 Q 1 , 1 B 1 V 2 B' 1 Q M B 1 V 2 ) = { S ( M EoM|ei)+}2,2 = (fl2 n2 , ^ 2 \ 2 ' 
vP2 .0 a l , 0 "+" a 2 , 0 j 
As far as the terms 
(Y - 7 i , o ) , ( M i , 1 5 ] o M i , 1 )
+ V i ( M i , 1 S o M x 1 )
+ ( Y - 7 l f 0 ) , i = 1 , . . . ,p, 
are concerned, it is sufficient to realize the relationships (implied by Theorem 
3.3. (ii)) 
(Y - 7 i , 0 )
/ ( M K 1 S o M i ř l )
+ V 1 ( M K 1 E o M K 1 )
+ ( Y - 7i,o) -> 
/ Y . - A V / c r J l , 0 W l , O W a ^ I , 0 W Y i - £ V 
-*{Y2~i>){ 0, a^l){0} 0){ 0, <T^I)[Y2~V)~ 
__ * (Yi~A)'(Yi-A) 
^1,0 
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and 
(Y - 7 I , O ) ' ( M K 1 S O M K , )+V2(MK l S 0 M ^ )+(Y - 7i,o) ~> 
Yi-AVf^o2-. 0 \(0,0\(alll, 0 WYX-A 
0, , 2 j lJlfl, I A O- ' y l / l ^ - ř 
= -L(Y2-i>)'(Y2-í>). 
' 2 , 0 
D 
Corollary 3.5 The (of 0,al0)-MINQUE of the function 
g V i V ^ ^ i V I ) ' ^ (0>oo) x (0,oo), 
e.ris£s iffg = c(/3| 0,1)', w/&ere c € -fl
1; tn ttw case £/ie estimator is (c = 1,) 
(/?2VT+a2
2) = 
(/^.O^l.O + a2 ,o) l^2,0/-4 i r ~\//-*r - \ , 1 /-vr - \ / / v ~ \ l = („ o\n I /P ^ ) ^ r ( Y l " ^ ) ( Y l ~ ri + ^4~^ Y 2 ~ ") ^ Y 2 """ ) r • ( n - 2 ) ( l + /3|)0) [f/J0 (j|>0 J 
Proof With respect to Lemma 3.L and Theorem 3.3. 




ki = (Y - T-O'EO ^ E o l (Y - 7i) , « = 1, • • • ,P-
In our case 
(/32>?,o + 4o)2 / /%Q, $,„ 
S(MK1SoMJf l)+ - n ^ 2 
f /^2,0? 2 ,0 ţ 
U 2
2 o, i ; 
(ßifl°ìfi + 4o)2 ?U±Wj 1 / 2/?|j0 + 1 , -/3f f0 \ 
n - 2 (1 + /% 0 )
2 V -# ,o i 1 + #,o + #,o ) ' 
(Here a special version of a g-inverse of the matrix S(M1CIEOMK1)+ *S given, 
i.e. the Moore - Penrose ^-inverse.) Since S^'1ViSu"
1 = jf- ( ft' ft ) and 
EJ 1 V2XI(D"
1 = - J - n ' T , we obtain the equality in the statement. Q 
^.o y U, 1 J 
The estimator (/^o^i + aVi is a g°°d check of the value /?2,oai,o + a\,o in 
the case that in Corollary 2.3 the value /3| o°\ 0 + °2 0 roust be used instead of 
ЧsA+Ą-
Under the design of experiment till now considered, the vector (of,of)7 
cannot be estimated. Thus it is necessary to change the design. The simplest 
way how to do it is to replicate the measurement. 
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Let Y(1 ; , . . . ,Y(m) be m replications of the observation vector Y in the 
model 
( Y , 7 i , £ W ) , ( ^ ) ^ V > 
V - | ( M : u € IT, v € fifc,b + Biti + B2v = o | . 
If Y = (Yz-v,..., Y/m^)' is the observation vektor after m replications, we have 
the model 
Y , ( l m 0 1 ) 7 1 , 1 0 ^ ^ ^ ) , (Z
l\ €V, 
which is equivalent to 
' v \ 
Y - (1 ® 1)71,0. (1 ® K O r J ® J 3 ^V< J, r€Rn+fe~«, (3.2) 
where 71)0 is any vector satisfying the equality b + Bi7 l j 0 + B272,o ~ °
 an(* 
the matrix Ki is the same as in Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.6 In the model (3.2) the DQ-MINQUE of a function g'#, ft G #, is 
t* = ÊЧ Ћ 
i = l 
So^NSó1 £(Y ( j ) - Y)(Y(j) - Y)' + 
+m(Y - 7i,o) ,(MK 1SoMK l)
+V i(MK 1EoMK 1)-
f(Y - 7 l > 0 ) } , 
where Y = ~ Y^jL\ Yy) and t/ie vector A = (Ai,..., Ap)' «s a solution of the 
equation 
\\m - l )S s - i + S ( M K i S o M j < r i ) + j A = g. 
If Vi, . . . , V p are linearly independent, then SE-i is p.d. f£/ms regular). 
Proof It is a consequence of Theorem 6.LI in [4]. 
Theorem 3.7 Let the model (3.1) be m-times replicated. Then the (a2 0 , o*! o)~ 
MINQUE of the vector (a\,al)' is 
wftere 
c(m,n,/32 ł 0,aí> 0,a| ) 0) = 
те-2 
(̂ 2,0̂ 1,0 + *2,oЖm ~ l)n + n - 2] + 2/3|)0af)0r/2)0(m - ljn 
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and 
m 
«i = 5_)(Y,,W) - Y\)'(Y1>(i) - Y_) + m(Yx - A)'(Y_ - A), 
i=i 
m 
*» = E ^ O " ) - ^2)'(Y2,0.) - Y2) + m(Y2 - £)'(Y2 - £)• 
j=i 
Proof Since Vi = ( J Q ] and V2 = [ ' J , are linearly independent, 
the matrix SE-i is regular and since both matrices SE~i and S(MK IS0MK1)+ are 
at least p.s.d., the criterion matrix 
(m - l)SE-i + S(MKIEOMKI)+ 
is p.d. 
The matrix S(MKlZoMKl)+ i





+ *_,0 ď • ) -
thus the relationship 
[(m- - І ) S S - . + Һ Һ ' Г 
i i 
m — 
o - l 
iV 
i s-i.hi-S-ł, ъo ъo 
(m - i ) m - 1 + h 'S-1. Ł o 
h 
enables us to express the matrix [(m — l)SE-i + S ( M K I ^ Q M K ^ + ]
 l in our case 
in the form 
[(m - 1)SE-. + S{MKISOMKI)+}-
1 = j ^ ~ ^ ( ^ 0 ' _ | o ) -
1
 n(m n fp _2 _2 x ( OlfiPio'
 alfi02fi \ ( ffl,0> ° \ 
7Z 7v.7Clm>n'/J2,0'crl )0>
l72 )o) I „4 132 ~4 J 1 n _4 1 • (m - l)n ' V °2fiP2fii a2,o / V u> °-,o / 
Further Theorem 3.3 (ii) must be used; with respect to it we obtain 
(Y - 7i ) o) '(MK 1 S 0 M / f l )
+ V i (MK 1 SoMK 1 )
+ (Y - 7 l > 0 ) -. 
.(Yi-fiYfvrjal 0 \ /X2I, 0 W Y i - M 4 l V ^ J i 0, otflJ^V 0, a2Jlfi.Y2-«>J 
and obviously 
m - 771 
Tr[S 0 -
1 V 1 S 0 -
1 J](Y ( j ) -Y)(Y 0 ) -Y)'] -> - 4 - ^ ( Y 1 ) 0 ) - Y-_)'(Y1>y) - Y.) 




1 _T(Y( j ) - Y)(Y(i) - Y)'] -> - J - _£rY a , w - Y_)'(Y_,W) - Y2). 
.=i a2.° .=i 
Now it is obvious how to finish the proof. D 
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4 Conclusion remarks 
If it is necessary to characterize the random variable £ given by the expression 
(r) — $\)/$2, where 77 is a registration of the value v given by the second mea-
surement device and (3\ and $2 are given by Corollary 2.3, then it is necessary 
to determine the bias 
b = E(0 -
A 
= ВД-/(ľ,A,A) 
and the variance Var(£). 
Here the formulae given in [1] can be used. Since rj is stochastically indepen-
dent of we obtain an approximate value of b in the form [1], Corollary 




d( A W,A,A) ^ 
/ o , o, -1/151 
0, 0, l/A2 
\ - I / A 2 , 1/A2. 2 ^ -
v - A 
<Ą% 0 , 0 
0, Viд, Vi,2 




<?l o , o > 
0, Ui,i, Vl,2 
0, V2,i, ^2,2 / _ 
-ь 
Further (in the case of normally distributed errors, cf. Corollary 3,6 in [1]) an 






*l 0, 0 
0, ^1,1, «l,2 




дl ßi W,A,A) 
1 
^ + , 1 , 1 ^ + 2 , 1 , 2 Ą 
ľ - A , 
— — + ^2,2 
*!, o, 0 
0, ,1 ,1, ,1,2 
0, ,2 ,1, , 2 , 2 
( ľ - A ) 2 
> + ... 
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o\ vi,iV2,a + w?,2 , .v- 0i 1A"-M
22 , +~iV2'2+—~\—+A-~rvl'2V2'2+2~w~V2'2+• • • • 
The given formula reflects reality adequately if the distribution of the errors 
can be approximated by the normal distribution however the support of the 
probability measure of the actual errors is included into the domain of conver­
gence of the Taylor series considered. By a simulation it was verified that in the 
case - ^ 2 < 0.1 the given approximation is sufficient for practical purposes (in 
more detail cf. [1]). 
In the practice the polynomial 
v% = A + wA + M?A • • • + £~x A 
i = 1 , . . . , n, k < n, and /x* ̂  /̂ - for more than k couples 
is frequently used. 
If there exists a special reason to use a nonlinear (in parameters) calibration 
curve, then the procedures demonstrated in preceding sections can also be used. 
Let, e.g. the calibration curve be of the form 
v --•/(/*. A,A). 
Then the linearized model can be written in the form 
(V°)~ (őџ\ /Siд, o V A " E V 0. -32,2 1. 
/(/*o.i,A,i>A,2)\ 
+ (A,-I)(t") + 
/(A.0,n,A),l»A),2) / 
( 0/0*0,1, 01, 02)/0(01, 02) 
' 0/O*o,„,0i,02)/0(0i,02) 01 =00.1.02=00.2 
V <*02 1 "' 




A = Diag(<9/(/xi,/3o,i,/\2V^ 
and now we can procede analogously as it was already demonstrated. 
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